This exploratory article uses interviews from lawmakers, government officials, bill drafters and parliamentary journalists from Westminster, the Scottish Parliament and the US Congress to determine humanised law campaigns potential impact on the legislative process. It hypothesised that emotional law is prevented through the depersonalisation of such statutory or regulatory instruments, and that more UK and Scottish interviewees would embrace this perspective than US interviewees. Humanised campaigns and personalised statutory law in the US Congress appears to be on the rise. In Britain such campaigns are a rarity, yet over the past few years the Sarah's Law campaign in England and the Mark's law campaign in Scotland have each contributed to sexual offender disclosure schemes being introduced in the respective jurisdictions, the latter of which bypassed the legislature completely. When asked about such matters a clear transatlantic discrepancy appeared. American insiders on the legislative side surmised that personalising statutory law made it easier for proposals to pass through Congress and that such personalisation tactics were warranted, though there were dissenters. Westminster and Scottish interviewees focused on three main issues: protecting the law from being overly emotional; protecting general parliamentary process issues that could be influenced by humanised public law; and not letting a sympathetic individual grace a bill's short title. Yet some Westminster interviewees believed the latter issue could eventually come to fruition in their lawmaking institution, thus threatening the previous two concerns.
The specific question that I asked interviewees was: 'Do you believe the humanising of legislation (naming a bill after a crime victim, such as the Sarah's Law campaign) would make the measure more appealing to the public, media and legislators? Why or why not?' interviewed: two Congresspersons, seven Congressional staffers, and nine journalists. The US responses focused on the merits and demerits using personalised legislation to make the measure more appealing to fellow legislators and others, while the Westminster and Scottish answers, were more varied, and focused on three main issues: keeping emotion out of the law; general legislative process concerns; and determining whether their lawmaking bodies would travel down the short titling route of the US Congress, and start gracing short bill titles with sympathetic individuals. Before the interview data is revealed, however, a short introduction to some key differences between the institutions is described.
Though the historical 'established point of comparison' for both the US Congress and
Westminster may indeed be one another, 27 the lawmaking bodies have major constitutional and legislative processes differences; and though Westminster and the Scottish Parliament share a statute book, they have differences as well. Analysing many of the differences between such institutions is outside the remit of this article. However, three major differences may play a large role when considering humanised public law campaigns: (1) Executive involvement in legislative affairs; (2) structural institutional characteristics; and (3) the role of parliamentary counsel in titling legislation.
Firstly, the main difference relevant to this article is that Congress itself is not controlled by the Executive, which, in contrast, is the case in both Westminster and the Scottish Parliament, as these respective institutions legislative programme's are largely run by the party/ies in power.
Thus, the UK and Scottish governments propose a legislative programme of bills each year, and these take priority through both lawmaking institutions. Cabinet ministers in the UK are also sitting parliamentarians, and retain a much larger role in proposing, scrutinising and voting on another. Additionally, the lack of party discipline in Congress has also been celebrated, as some believe it contributes to the 'continued vitality' of the institution.
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The differences in policy formation and the power of the executive in the lawmaking institutions are quite important in regard to this article. Since Westminster and the Scottish Parliament are largely run by the Executive, if the respective governments wish to support a humanised law campaign then a resulting legislative proposal is likely to pass both institutions.
In contrast, successful humanised public law campaigns in the US Congress need not be proposed by the party in power nor supported by the Executive. possess a heavier hand in titling legislation than the parliamentary counsels of the US Congress, who usually reserve this privilege for legislators. 37 For Congress, this inevitably leads to a higher number of personalised bill titles resulting from humanised public law campaigns. The fact that short titles in Westminster and the Scottish Parliament are largely written by unbiased civil servants, while short titles in the US Congress are inscribed by lawmakers themselves, likely makes the lure of an advantageous title that much more enticing in the latter.
WESTMINSTER RESPONSES
One of the main effects that humanised public law campaigns produce is connecting a problem or incident to a human face, thus providing a lens through which individuals analyse such legislation. In theory, providing this human connection enhances the emotion behind the law, thus enhancing favourability for the measure. Essentially, it is a political pressure point for lawmakers, who have to maintain a certain amount of respect for the individual incident and also for the law. From lawmakers perspectives this was seen as quite a problem, as many
Westminster interviewees focused on the need for separation between emotion and the law. One MP exclaimed that the 'law ought to be about a fairly unsexy process of getting everything in the best balance, rather than bringing in a law to hammer terrorists or hammer paedophiles, or hammer people with red hair or big noses or whatever group we want to hammer this week'. would adopt. An MP remarked that some particular cases 'will be the cause célèbre as it were.
But you wouldn't…imagine it would be the title of the bill'. 48 A Lords member responded that doing so would 'probably go a bit too much over the line of theatricality', but added that shorthand titles are very common in regards to legislation, and that will not change. 49 Adding to the depth of these answers, a journalist stressed that a name such as Sarah's Law would not be the official name of an Act. 50 Another reporter maintained that it has not happened in the UK, but that 'doesn't mean that someone in the future won't decide to try and do it. But it is one of those things where it wouldn't occur to people, just because it's not the way things have ordinarily been done'. The above interviews highlight some concerns from lawmakers and those close to the legislative process regarding humanised public law campaigns. On the whole Westminster interviewees, and lawmakers especially, desired a clear separation from the legislative process and the emotional baggage that accompanies public law campaigns. They looked at an intermingling of these factors with an uncomfortable disdain. In doing so, they questioned the integrity of Parliament for even considering such populist and overly emotional legislation.
However, a surprising number of interviewees thought that Westminster could start humanising their bill titles in the future, akin to current US Congress practices. If these latter inclinations are ever realised, there is likely to be a marked increase in emotional and political lawmaking inside Westminster. between emotion and the law was a significant concern for interviewees.
SCOTTISH RESPONSES
Many Holyrood interviewees were also concerned with parliamentary process issues.
One legislator argued that there would 'be a danger in these circumstances of bringing legislation to a populist level that actually would undermine the whole legislative process' (emphasis added), 61 while a colleague noted that it would indeed 'cloud due process' (emphasis added). Speaking about law in general, another MSP noted '[t]here's something about the dignity of the law….there's something about the law having to define all cases, and we don't just legislate on the back of one horrendous case '. 63 Notice that this member used the word 'dignity', similar to the Westminster MP above, to describe the lawmaking functions of his respective institution.
Another member said that it should not happen, insisting that doing so 'is a value judgment, and politicians are not supposed to make value judgments'.
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Scottish respondents seemed unwavering in their belief that Holyrood would not be using personalised bill titles anytime soon. Some acknowledged that there may be laws that arise which are based on tragic events, but maintained that the specific title of the bill would not be based around the events of an individual involved. One MSP took a hard line on the matter, declaring that Parliament would not use humanised legislation because 'it simply is totally unprofessional. And in a case of tabloid interest, it will be a story for three days and then it's forgotten about and then we've got to live with the legislation for many, many years…with a stupid name'. 65 Others agreed. Another legislator stated that it should not happen in the Scottish Parliament, because in doing so titles and therefore bills would become 'sacrosanct' and serve as 'totem poles' for polices and legislation. 66 Adding to the opposition against such titles, one legislator stated that 'I'm almost in a way turned off, because I feel that they've taken one Many Holyrood insiders touched on the same issues as Westminster interviewees, such as keeping emotion and the law separate and some general parliamentary process issues related to humanised public law campaigns. However, the depth of negative responses to potential personalised bill titles was more noticeable with the Scottish cohort. Unlike some of their southern neighbours, no Scottish insiders believed that personalised bill titles were likely to be employed by the Scottish Parliament in the future; something that likely stems from the Presiding Officer's rules related to short bill titles, which are unique to the Scottish Parliament.
US CONGRESSIONAL RESPONSES
As seen in the Introduction, personalised short bill titles have significantly increased in the US Congress from the late 1990s onward. Anecdotal examples above demonstrated that some personalised bills were quickly passing through congressional processes at various points, and the titles were being used as legislative tactics designed to gather support for the legislation.
Therefore the below investigation centred on whether such titles were indeed parliamentary tactics designed to influence, and also whether or not such titles were warranted on public law documents. It turns out that lawmakers, staffers and media members strongly agreed that personalising a bill title makes such measures more appealing to all those involved, including legislators. Most thought that using such names enhanced bill attractiveness, but there was disagreement between those who thought it was a manipulative practice and those who thought it was helpful. This split was mainly between legislators and media members: the former tended to view the practice as beneficial, while the latter spoke against such practices.
Most of the merits or advantages behind such tactics were noted by interviewees on the legislative side. One Congressional staffer stated that it was helpful to put a name on a bill, and added that doing so makes it 'a compelling argument, in plain language'
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, while a colleague noted that 'if a bill calls for it, it can be attractive to members to attach a name to it'. 73 A Congresswoman agreed, stating that it 'personalizes a bill' and 'makes it easier to talk about it '. 74 Suggesting that it can excite the legislative process, one staffer argued that 'it goes back to the notion that Congress is this mundane place, we've got a lot of lawyers…you're talking…in all these legalese terms, and…whatever you can do to try and make it…something that conveys or connects with people is a very good idea'. 75 Another staffer's focus was outside of Washington, arguing that it 'provides for a more useful shorthand outside of the beltway', 76 while another said that it can 'make the bills more attractive to the public'. 77 And in perhaps the most outright endorsement of the issue, one staffer argued that 'if the name itself is sufficiently wellpublicized, and it crystallizes the need for the law, then that can be very effective' (emphasis added). 78 The above evidence confirms that many short titles are designed to gather support both inside and outside of Washington.
A few on the legislative side disagreed with the use of such tactics. focused on the framing aspects of using such tactics, arguing that it 'helps focus the media's attention of a bill. It gives them a frame to think about it and write about it', 87 while one of his colleagues agreed, maintaining that 'it absolutely helps to frame it in those people's minds'.
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But this same journalist was also very suspicious of such titles, and noted that his colleagues 'have to be on guard about is when bills are named in such a way that could be misleading, or could pull on emotional heart strings', especially when the naming of a bill 'produces a biased conception of what it actually is'.
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While there was some dispute with American interviewees as to whether using such personalised titles was appropriate in the lawmaking process, there did not seem to be any disagreement that such titles enhance attention from both legislators and the general public.
Additionally, most interviewees acknowledged that such titles are primarily used as a procedural parliamentary tactic, and an effective one at that.
CONCLUSION
The gulf between transatlantic neighbours on these issues could not be more readily apparent, as this article highlights the major differences between such lawmaking bodies in regard to humanised law campaigns and personalised bill titles. serious discussion of such matters has taken place on a formal level by the date of this writing.
Those close to the legislative process appear to believe that such titles aid their proposals chances of becoming law. 113 Therefore any incentive to curtail such drafting practices at this juncture seems far-fetched and highly unlikely; however detrimental it may be to finding and enacting the best law and policy available, rather than the most sympathetic name. The very concept of a personalised public law is oxymoronic, and seems to logically defeat the purpose of such a law.
This exploratory study also calls into question many ancillary issues for future articles, such as: does the use of personalised bill titles over-emotionalise the lawmaking process; are humanised law campaigns and personalised bill titles a beneficial and/or ethical parliamentary tactic; would significant legal changes resulting from humanised law campaigns be better vetted in a Parliamentary setting or in a regulatory manner; are personalised bill titles in the Westminster Parliament a possibility; and does the discussion, debate and/or use of humanised public law or personalised bill titles decrease the dignity or professionalization of lawmaking bodies? It may be that the product of humanised public law campaigns are of lower quality than the product of neutral campaigns (or no campaigns at all for that matter), as the focus of debate centres around one individual rather than the society as a whole. Conversely, it may be that the personalisation of statute law eases the understanding of complex issues for both legislators and the general public, thus increasing the quality of discussion and debate both inside and outside lawmaking institutions. However these are questions and hypotheses for future research. 
